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The copywriters ambushed her, got her drunk with Longuet and Parole and . They gave her a job that suits her and brings
money. Closing recipe: Write letters. You can not treat a new business only in terms of debts. The decision must be true, worthy,
long-awaited. Think about the text thoughtfully. As they say, measure seven times, cut once. If something seems too simple, too

easy, chances are you won't solve it. Conduct business meetings. For example, coaching via Skype. I have been using it for a
year now, so I know all the subtleties. And if a new case requires certain settings, I start working with them. Choose clear goals.
Organize a motivation system, collect an idea from candy wrappers and confetti. But the main thing is to believe that everything
will work out. Believe and do not be afraid of difficulties. If someone says that the problem will be solved, then it will solve it,
but not in the way you imagine. You just need to believe. Where to find ideas? In NLP there is such a thing as an archetype.
This is a personality type that people often unconsciously use when solving various life problems. Simply put, it is a set of

psychological attitudes. Archetypes are very clearly expressed in culture, religion, philosophy, scientific theories, and so on. Do
not choose anything at random, but make a list of the archetypes of your personality that you will need to solve this issue. You

can choose a few and add some more.The settings that we use can be very useful in life. For example, fear or self-doubt. Be that
as it may, choose those archetypes that are beneficial to you and will be clear to you. Find them! And the last. Pay attention to

people who, despite the fact that they may be successful, are trying to close childish - stupid - contradictory - dreamy -
unconscious - and whatnot - talk too much, think too much and too straight forward. If one of them becomes the one for whom

you write, take care of him. He is the most precious thing you have.
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